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ON THE RANGE OF A DERIVATION

J. P. WILLIAMS

A derivation on an algebra S/ is a linear transformation
δ on J^ with the property δ(XY) = Xδ(Y) + δ(X)Y for all
X, YeJϊf. If j y = &{βf?) is the Banach algebra of all
bounded linear operators on a complex separable infinite-
dimensional Hubert space £έf then it is known that every
derivation δ on Sf is inner, that is, there is a bounded
operator A on £ίf such that δ(X) = AX - XA = δA(X) for
all J 6 ^ ( ^ T ) , (See [8].) In the present note simple
necessary and sufficient conditions are obtained that (i) the
range &{$A) be dense in the weak and ultra weak operator
topologies; (ii) the norm closure of the range contain the
ideal 3ίΓ of compact operators on §$f ', (iii) the set of com-
mutators BX — XB where B belongs to the C*-algebra
generated by A and X is arbitrary be weakly or ultraweakly
dense in g$\§if). The commutant of the range of a deriva-
tion is also computed and it is shown that the ranges of any
two nonzero derivations have nonzero intersection.

1* If A and B are bounded operators on Sίf then the identities
δΛ + δB = δA+B, δAδB — δBδA = δAB^BA show that the sum and Lie product
of two (inner) derivations is a derivation. However the product δAdB

is a derivation only in the trivial cases:

THEOREM 1. Let A, S e ^ ( ^ T ) . The δAδB is a derivation if and
only if A or B is a scalar multiple of the identity operator.

Proof. Let δ = δJB. Then

δ(XY) = δA(δB(XY)) = δΛ(XδB(Y) + δB(X)Y)

- XδAδB(Y)) + δA(X)δB(Y) + δA(δB(X))Y + δB(X)δA(Y)

- Xδ(Y) + δ(X)Y+ δA(X)δB(Y) + δB(X)δA(Y) .

Therefore δ is a derivation if and only if

(1) dA(X)δB(Y) + δB(X)δA(Y) - 0

for all X, Ye &(2if). Replacing X by XZ in (1) we get

0 = XδA(Z)δB(Y) + δA(X)ZδB(Y) + XδB{Z)δA{Y) + δB(X)ZδA(Y)

so that

(2) δA{X)ZδB{Y) + δB{X)ZδA{Y) = 0
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for all X, Y,Ze &{3ίf). Now let Z = δB(W) in (2) and use (1) to
get

o =
(3) = - δB(X)δA(W)δB(Y) + δB(X)δB(W)δΛ(Y)

= 2δB(X)δB(W)δΛ(Y) .

Finally, replacing X by XV in (3) we get

o - xδB(V)δB(W)δΛ(Y) + δB(X)vδB(W)δΛ(Y)

' = όB(X)VδB(W)δA(Y) .

Starting with (2) a similar argument gives

(4) ' 0 = δA(X)VδA(W)δB(Y) .

Suppose now that B is not a scalar multiple of the identity.
Then there is an Xe &(£ίf) for which δB(X) Φ 0. The norm closed
linear span ^ of the operators {VδB(X)W: V, We^{£έf)} is a non-
zero two-sided ideal in &(£έf), hence ^xZi 5ίΓ. Hence by (4),
SδB(Z)δA(Y) = 0 for all Se Sfc Since multiplication is continuous in
the weak operator topology and since J%~ is dense in &(££*) for
this topology we conclude that

(5) δB(Z)δA(Y)=0

for all Z,
Replacing Z by XZ in (5) we get

0 = XδB{Z)δA{Y) + δB{X)ZδA{Y)

for all X, Y, Ze 3£{3ίf). The preceding ideal argument then shows
that δA(Y) = 0 for all Ye &{£ίf) so that A is a scalar multiple of
the identity.

A similar argument shows that (4)' implies

(6) ' δA(Z)WδB(Y) = 0

for all W, Y,Ze^(βέf). It follows from (6); that if A is not a
scalar multiple of the identity, then B is.

In general the range of a non-invertible linear transformation is
topologically small (first category) and has large codimension (see [5]).
It is therefore of some interest to note that the range of a derivation
is large in at least one sense, namely it must have a small commutant:
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COROLLARY 1. If i e ^ ( ^ ) is not a scalar multiple of the
identity then &{δA)' = C.

Proof. Let Be &(δA). Then δB(δA(X)) = 0 for all Xe £g(£ίf) so
that δBδA — 0 is a derivation. Hence B is a scalar by the theorem.

The next result was conjectured by Joel Anderson. It too may
be interpreted as additional evidence that derivations have large
range.

COROLLARY 2. // A and B are not scalar multiples of the
identity then &(δA) (Ί &(δB) Φ 0.

Proof. Suppose that &{δA) Π &(δB) = 0. Then AB - BA =
δA(B) = —δB(A) belongs to the zero subspace so that AB — BA = 0.
Therefore δ = δAδB — δBδA has range consisting of 0 alone so that A
or B must be a scalar by the theorem.

REMARKS. (1) The collection of ranges of (bounded) operators
on έ%f is a lattice with respect to intersection and vector sum (See
[4,5].) However if A,B£έ%(<§ίf) then neither of the subspaces
&(δA) Π &(δB), &(δA) + &δB) need be the range of a derivation.
Indeed, let £$f = ̂  0 Jgf be a decomposition of Sίf into infinite-
dimensional subspaces and let A = (Ίj?J, B = Γ^jj acting in the usual

way on Jg^0 ^ f A simple verification shows that if T = ̂ ^ e &(£ίf)

has the property ^?(<5r) c ^ ( δ ^ + ̂ ( ^ ) then P, Q, R, S are scalars.
From this it is easy to see that &(δτ) Φ &(δA) + &(δB) and that
&(8T) c &{δA) n &P(δB) only if δτ = 0.

(2) The assertion of Corollary (2) is false for three derivations.
In fact, if A and B are as in the preceding remark and if C = .B*
then ^(δA) n &(δB) Π &(δc) = 0.

2* In the remainder of this note we shall be concerned with
density properties of the range of a derivation on &{3(f). J. G.
Stampfli [9] has shown that &{δA) is never norm dense, so we
consider the situation for the weak operator and weak* topologies on

THEOREM 2. Let A e ^ ( ^ ) . Then &(δA) is dense in the weak
operator topology if and only if the commutant {A}f of A does not
contain a nonzero operator of finite rank.

Proof. If φ is a linear functional on &(,^f) that is continuous
in the weak operator topology then there are scalars λ; ̂  0 and
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orthonormal sets {e$=l1 {ej}*=1 such that

φ(X) = ±Xt(Xei9 e'^

for all X e ^ C ^ T ) . (See [3; p. 39] for example.) With each such
φ we may associate the operator F of finite rank given by F — Σ?=i
^(e*®^). Here if %,y£§$f then x®y is the rank one operator
that takes 7/ into x: {x®y){z) — (z, y)x for ze

Now if x,ye 30*, then

FA)x, y) = ((Σ λ4 A(β« ® ej) -
i Σ

= Σ , ((x 0 y)Aeiy e[)

The preceding computation shows that if φ vanishes on the range
of δA then F commutes with A. Conversely, if F commutes with A,
then φ(XA — AX) = 0 for all operators X of finite rank, hence by
weak continuity, φ vanishes on the range of δA.

REMARK. &(δA) is dense in the weak operator topology if and
only if it is dense in the strong operator topology because &(Sί?)
has the same continuous linear functionals for these topologies (See
[3; p. 37].)

3* With respect to a suitable norm the space τ{3ίf) of trace
class operators on £%f is a Banach space and £%?{3ίf) is canonically
identifiable with the conjugate space of r(^g^). The weak* (or
ultraweakly) continuous linear functionals are those of the form
X-+MX) = tr(XT) where T e τ ( ^ r ) . The map T-+fτ is an
embedding of τ(£ίf) into £g(3ίfy and the latter space splits into
the direct sum JtΓ° φ τ{^f) where J^"° consists of those bounded
linear functionals on &{£(?) that annihilate the compact operators.
Thus each fe ^(3tfY has the form f = fo + fT where fτ is induced
by a trace class operator as above and / o e , J ^ ° . The sum is even
orthogonal in the sense that | | / | | ^ ||Λ ||. (See [3; p. 49].) We now
show that the annihilator of the range of a derivation also splits into
the direct sum of its parts in JyΓ° and τ(3ίf).

THEOREM 3. // A e ^ ) , then

)° n sr° © {Aγ n

Proof. Let / be a norm-continuous linear functional that vanishes
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on £0(δj) and let f=fo+fτ where / o e X ° and Γ6τ(JT). If
x,ye £ίf then

Γ*i/) - Λ(A(α? <g) y)) - /(A(αj <g> y)) - /((α> 0 2/) A)

= M s ® y)A) = t φ (g) Γ*A*») .

Since tr(s 0 W) = (z, w) it follows that

{Ax, T*y) = (a, Γ*A*i/)

for all x, y and hence T commutes with A. Also fτ(AX) = fτ(XA)
for rank one, and therefore for finite rank operators X. Since these
are weak* dense in &{£έf) it follows that/ Γ e &(δj°. This implies

Conversely, the preceding computation shows that if

Te{A}'

then fT

COROLLARY 1. Let Ae^(β^). The following conditions are
equivalent:

(1) The norm closure of & (δA) contains
(2) R(δA) is weak* dense in
(3)

Proof. The negations of conditions (2) and (3) are each equivalent
to the condition that &{δA)° contain a nonzero weak* continuous
linear functional. By Theorem 3 this occurs if and only if
&{δA)° qL 3ίΓ°. This last condition in turn is equivalent to the
condition that &(δΛ)~ does not contain

REMARKS. (1) It is easy to exhibit operators that do not commute
with a nontrivial operator of trace class. For example the unilateral
shift of multiplicity one does not commute with any nonzero compact
operator. Hence there are many operators A with the property that
the norm closure of the range of δA contains the compact operators.
However [2] there does not exist an operator A such that &(δA) z> ^ Γ
More generally [9], the range of a derivation can contain no nonzero
two-sided ideal of &(2ίf).

(2) In contrast with the preceding corollary, it is not known
whether there is an operator A such that the norm closure of &(δA)
contains the identity operator. (See [10]). Since &(δA) Π {AY is a
two-sided ideal in {A}' this question asks for an operator A such that

~ => {A}f. Two results are of interest here, namely: &(δA) Π {AY
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consists of quasinilpotent operators (Kleinecke [6]), and: &(δΛ) and
{AY are orthogonal if A is an isometry or if A is normal (Anderson

[i]).
An operator A on 3ίf belongs to the class ^ , ( 1 ^ n < oo) if A

has an ^-dimensional reducing subspace [7]. Fuglede's theorem
implies that A e \Jn &n if and only if {A}' contains a nonzero compact
normal operator.

If Si, Si are subsets of &(3ίf), let [Si, Si\ denote the linear
span of the commutators Sβ2 — SJSL where S{e Sζ(ί — 1, 2). Also,
let C*(A) denote the C*-algebra generated by the operator A.

COROLLARY 2. The following conditions are equivalent for

(1) Ae Ό &n.
(2) {AY contains a nonzero compact normal operator.
(3) [C*(A), &{2F)\ is not weak"" dense in &(2ίr).
(4) [C*(A), ^{2Z?)\ is not dense in &(g(f) for the weak

operator topology.

Proof. The subspace S* = [C*(A), &(se?)\ is self-ad joint and
therefore is not weak* dense if and only if there is a nonzero self-
adjoint weak* continuous linear functional fτ that vanishes on SZ
Since fτ is norm continuous and self-ad joint, fτ vanishes on S* if and
only if fτ vanishes on the range of δA. (See [10; Theorem 4] for
example.) Also, fτ is self-adjoint if and only if T* = T. Thus
conditions (1) and (3) are equivalent by Theorem 3.

Linear functionals that are continuous in the weak operator
topology correspond (as in the proof of Theorem 2) to operators of
finite rank, and so a similar argument shows that (1) and (4) are
equivalent. Finally, we have already observed that (1) and (2) are
equivalent.

REMARKS. (1) Corollary 2 of course remains true if C*(A) is
replaced by the von Neumann algebra generated by A in (3) and (4).

(2) If T = T* G τ(β^) is not of finite rank then the null space
of fτ is weak* closed but weak operator topology dense in &{£ίf).
Thus the equivalence of (3) and (4) is not valid for arbitrary self-
adjoint subspaces.

(3) An operator A belongs to the class ^ of finite operators
if there is a positive central linear functional for A. (By definition,
/ e ^ ( ^ r ) * is central for A if f(AX) = f(XA) for all Xe &?(<§£?).)
In [10] it was observed that U™ &nc ^~ and conjectured that the
union is norm dense in ^ C This and the preceding corollary suggest
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another conjecture, namely: A e ^ if and only if [C*(A), &(gίf)\
is not norm dense in &(3ff). Necessity was proved in [10]. To
prove sufficiency one needs to show that if there is a self-adjoint
central linear functional for A, then there is also a positive central
functional for A.
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